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About the Release
Outlaw MuddBaby, the rising luminary in hip-hop, sets the tone for an exhilarating 2024 with
the release of his latest single, "When I'm With You." This track showcases Outlaw MuddBaby's
evolution as an artist, blending infectious melodies with hard-hitting beats, captivating
listeners from the first note.

The Mississippi native has been garnering significant attention for his distinct style,
characterized by clever lyricism, dynamic melodies, and deeply resonating beats that create
a complete hip-hop experience. With an extensive tour across Mississippi and a venture into
Houston, TX, Outlaw MuddBaby's live performances promise an electrifying experience,
drawing crowds magnetically.

In "When I'm With You," Outlaw MuddBaby delivers a poignant and relatable message,
weaving an emotive tale that speaks to the heart. His ability to craft lyrics that resonate on a
personal level reflects his growth as a storyteller and solidifies his position as the next
breakout artist in the genre.

Outlaw MuddBaby's professionalism and dedication shine through in every performance,
seamlessly blending the business of music with the art of lyricism and freestyle rap. Exploring
intricate social themes with a mature perspective, his authenticity and ability to challenge
audiences elevate his music to a new level.

"When I'm With You" is now available for streaming and download on all major platforms,
inviting audiences to immerse themselves in Outlaw MuddBaby's latest musical endeavor.

About OutlawMuddBaby
Quickly rising artist Outlaw Muddbaby, or also known as Antwuan, grew up in a small town in
Mississippi and began rapping at a young age. His classic southern sound is reminiscent of
artists such as 8ball & MJG and Tupac Shakur, with songs such as ‘Way Up’ and ‘Rodeo Off’ off
his latest EP, Outlaw Muddbaby. With a new generation of rappers coming from the south
such as Youngboy Never Brake Again, Jaydayoungan, and OBN Jay, Outlaw stands among
these new young rappers as his rise to fame continues to grow. Touring extensively
throughout Mississippiand branching out to Houston, TX, his live performance is bound to
draw a large crowd. It isOutlaw Muddbaby’s professional, and serious performance that
draws the crowd in, as this rapper blends the business of music with the art of lyric writing
and freestyle rap to draw his listener in. Exploring intricate social themes throughout his
vocals, Outlaw Muddbaby brings credibility to his lyrics with experience, maturity, and an
innate ability to challenge his audience.The Mississippi-native artist will have listeners
engulfed in the musical world he creates with his no-frills approach and realness.
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